VOID An Erotic Romance Novel

Emotions play an important role in how we
think and behave. Our emotions are
composed by how we experience them,
how our bodies react to them, and how we
act in response to them. Nicola Forbes was
born with a condition that leaves her with
the inability to express or recognize
emotions. It is only through countless years
of therapy and repetition, that she can
acknowledge some signs of emotions in
other people. Being an emotional blank
canvas has Nicola seeking out the only
thing she does feelpleasure. One of the
highest paid escorts in New York City, she
seeks solace through physical intimacy
with her clients like it is a drug that she
needs to survive.
Andris Gunn, a
psychiatrist with his own mental issues,
lives a secret life in order to deal with his
inner demons. Unbeknownst to him, he
engages one of his patients into his secret
world of ecstasy, desire, and physical
pleasure that is the only thing to placate his
own inner turmoil. The trigger that Nicola
and her doctors have been searching for
nearly her whole lifethe catalyst to ignite
feelings within her has sparked. VOID is
an erotic romance novel about seeking
emotional barriers and tearing them down.
It is a tale of deceit, betrayal, and lies, but
even in the darkest of times, love will find
a way. I AM AN ESCORT. I screw men
and get screwed for money, living my life
everyday as Jericho Lane. My clientele list
is immaculate. I am sought out, demanded
and damn good at my job. I dont care that
these men have families at home, or that
they are important people. I do it for the
money. to survive. There is nothing that
could make me feel a bit of remorse or
concern about what I do because I was
born with the inability to experience or
feel emotions... I dont feel PAIN I dont
feel SORROW. I dont feel extreme
HAPPINESS or LOVE I am VOID. A
blank canvas of emotions. An empty hole
in an endless sea of circumstances, moods
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and relationships. Until one client changes
EVERYTHING. This Erotic Romance
Novel by Cassy Roop is a full-length novel
at approximately 83,000 words. Intended
for mature audiences only.

Demons of the Void has 883 ratings and 123 reviews. Thomas said: I Adult Fantasy & Sci-Fi 2012. 431 books Lacuna:
Demons of the void Reminds me in some ways of the old pulp fiction novels of John W. Campbell. Alas, the book
hasMichele said: I came across this graphic novel while I was searching the Internet for space horror comic books. Herik
Shelves: graphic-novels-and-trade-paperbacks. A prisoner Written by Herik Hanna and illustrated by Sean Phillips,
Void is a sci-fi fantasy graphic novel. . Adult themed, not intended for children.: Void (9781508443360): Cassy Roop,
Emma Mack: Books. VOID An Erotic Romance Novel and millions of other books are available for AmazonAnd if
your count includes erotic romance books, the romance genre does take There is a real void in romance books about
older peoples romantic stories.10 Results The Celtic Knot Novels are her first erotic romance series and Books 1 and 2,
Ashleys Void- an erotic physiological romance- February 23, 2015Can anyone point me in the direction of books
similar to Void Star? Woland Cory Doctorow also writes very up-to-date, cyberpunk-ish, intellectual novels.Void has
877 ratings and 165 reviews. Roop delivers everything youd want in this standalone erotic romance. Shelves:
erotic-romance, stand-alone-book.Karl said: This book contains a signed book plate signed by Philip Frasassi and an
inlaid hand corrected . BEHOLD THE VOID is nine stories of terror that huddle in the dark space between .. filing
cabinet failed attempts at novels, writing exercises, vehicles for exorcising whatever Erotic Stories for Punjabi
Widows.: The Mark and the Void: A Novel (9781522614227): Paul Murray my favorite Novels of all time (An Evening
of Long Goodbyes and Skippy Dies). He is not ugly or pathetic, he is smart and has a well paying job and is an adult.
The Celtic Knot Novels are her first erotic romance series and Books 1 and 2, Ashleys Bend and Figure Eight both
reached #1 in Erotic Thrillers Steamy romance novels for the more sinful side of Valentines Day, of you not into the
erotic, this historical romance is sinful in a different way.A Void has 2308 ratings and 258 reviews. Manny And this
guy has a solid book, with a plot and all. .. Shelves: fiction, french-20th-c, read-in-french, novels.The Void of Muirwood
has 4606 ratings and 229 reviews. More lists with this book. .. brought to tears by certain romantic acts, a rollercoaster
and gamut ofEditorial Reviews. Review. VOID is filled with intrigue, suspense, and smoldering desire. VOID An
Erotic Romance Novel - Kindle edition by Cassy Roop.
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